From the general description, the use of Genetic Algorithm in the Assignment Problem as compared to Hungarian Method is shorter and more efficient.
Special algorithms exist to solve assignment problems. The most common is probably the Hungarian Solution Method. The Hungarian method of assignment provides us with an efficient means of finding the optimal solution without having to make a direct comparison of every assignment option. It operates on a principal of matrix reduction, which means that by subtracting and adding appropriate numbers in the cost table or matrix, we can reduce the problem to a matrix of opportunity cost. Opportunity Costs show the relative penalties associated with assigning any person to a project as opposed to making the best. Ex 3.1 A Company has four machines and four jobs to be completed. Each machine must be assigned to complete of one job. The requirement to setup each machine for completing each job is shown in Table  3 .1.1 - Step 3: Cover all zeros by horizontal and vertical lines.
Step 4: Draw min lines (horizontal and vertical) to cover all zeros, which is 3<4.
Step 5: Subtract min among the uncovered entry i.e. 1 from each uncovered row. Step 6: Now add 1 to each covered column. Now return again to step 3.
Step 7: Here min number to lines (horizontal and vertical) is equal to 4= number of rows and columns =4 Process
Consider the following cost matrix of assignment problem. Here a number of rows are equal to number of columns, Hence this is Balance assignment problem.
Step 1: Subtract min 3 from Row -1, Min 4 from Row -2, Min 3 from Row -3 and Min 3 from Row -4. 
Step 2: Now subtract min 0 from Col -1, Min 0 from Col -2, min 3 from Col -3, Min 3 from Col -4. 
Step 5: Subtract min -2 which is minimum among uncovered entries from uncovered row. 
IV. SOLUTION OF ASSIGNMENT PROBLEM USING GENETIC ALGORITHM (1)
The string is defined as ij|c where i and j row and column, and c is cost. (2) Write ij|c in bit string, a list of 1's and 0's. (3) The selection of individual's genotype is allowed two off springs and the smallest value of …. is not fit, put this right adjacent to highest value. (4) Put the remaining genotypes to right and left according to value of cost in decreasing order. (5) Three genetic operators are applied to produce the next generation solution (chromosome). These operators are selection/ reproduction, cross over and mutation. After reproduction, crossover and mutate the new individual by a small number of bits, arrows with dotted line indicate mutation and arrows with smooth lines indicate copying. We have generation n+1. Choose highest value of bits to make the circle ij|c in the cost matrix and draw the vertical line of j th column of matrix. If there are two same highest values, consider the lower cost. (6) Again take the genotype for next generation of second row except ij of above return to step 5. (7) Put the remaining genotypes of third and fourth row for reproduction, after completion of all steps, choose the highest value of bits to make the circle ij|c cost and draw vertical line of j th column. Now take value of cost of remaining row.
V. TAKE EXAMPLE 3.1:
Consider the following cost matrix of Assignment problem. 
VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
From the general description of the use of Genetic Algorithm in the Assignment Problem and the problems solved, a little efforts show that these problems yield the same results with the use of Hungarian method. It is evident that Genetic algorithm is shorter and more efficient than Hungarian method. The Hungarian method requires in general, a succession of steps to take care of zeros, whereas Genetic Algorithm uses the Genetic operations only thrice in 4 order cost matrix. Compare to Genetic Algorithm method, the Hungarian method, when applied to the Assignment Problem is some thing a long haul.
